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Q&A with Lizann Grupalo, co-founder and wine director 
 
 
1. A lifetime sailor teams up with a wine industry veteran  to create Wind & Wine Croatia – tell us 
more about how this partnership came to be.  
 
Full credit must be given to my partner Pale (“PA-lay”) for the idea to create Wind & Wine Croatia. 
Apparently, he had the idea for quite some time but hadn’t yet connected with someone who had the 
supplementary skills to partner with. While I don’t really know what inspired Pale to mention the idea of 
creating a “wind and wine” program to me that day sailing to the island of Vis, I can only guess that he 
saw a kindred entrepreneurial spirit. Or perhaps it was my constant probing while sailing the Dalmatian 
Coast about Croatian wines, the wineries and their history. My curiosity was endless and I vividly 
remember our first day of sailing to the island of Brač and showing Pale my typed list of wines with 
corresponding notes and asking him, “Do you know where I can buy any of these wines? We would like 
to try as many local Croatian wines as possible!” The opportunity presented itself and I just couldn’t 
resist partnering with Pale on a new venture that included all the things that I love – wine, sailing, travel 
and Croatia. 
 
I believe our partnership is successful for various reasons. At the core, Pale and I are aligned in our 
vision, values, work ethic and desire to create a business platform with an intent to serve others – our 
clients as well as the community. We also clearly recognize each other’s talents and skill sets and work 
to capitalize on those strengths and rely on one another for our respective areas of expertise. There is 
also a candidness to our dialogue which is so refreshing and honest. Pale has many gifts but I most 
respect his entrepreneurial spirit and passion for sailing and desire to share it with others. He truly 
exudes joie de vivre and it’s contagious! His positive disposition and genuine sincerity is endearing. With 
years of experience in our respective careers, we are both confident in our abilities, understand our 
limitations, know how to play to our strengths and at the same time strive to always better ourselves, 
personally and professionally. I believe our like-mindedness in conjunction with these other factors 
serve as the catalyst propelling our efforts to make Wind & Wine Croatia a success.  
 
 
2. What are some of your favorite adventures on the itinerary? What should guests be most excited 
for? 
 
I don’t want to give away all the surprises we have in store on Wind & Wine Croatia’s itinerary but I am 
really excited to share with guests a few of our custom curated winery experiences. Three that really 
stand out in my mind take place on the islands of Vis, Korčula and Pelješac Peninsula. Konoba Roki’s on 
Vis is where clients will first visit the historic military tunnels on a tour before spending an evening at 
this charming restaurant and winery delighting in traditional Croatian cuisine paired with unique 
Dalmatian wines including Vugava, Rukatac and Plavac Mali. For an entirely different experience, there  
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is a visit to Saints Hills Winery situated in the famous Dingač appellation, known for their intense Plavac 
Mali grapes.  There is a tour of the state-of-the-art winery tour followed by a sit-down wine tasting. And 
rounding out the group is a special evening with the Batistić family at their Zure Restaurant and Winery. 
The evening will be hosted by Ivan Batistić, winemaker. This is a unique farm-to-table culinary 
experience where guests have the opportunity to taste through their portfolio of wines including Pošip 
(where the Korčula appellation for this variety was established in 1967) and Grk, Croatia’s most 
distinctive white varietal. These are just a few of the exciting excursions on the itinerary. Guests should 
be excited because they have the opportunity to experience the best of Croatia’s Dalmatian Coast – the 
history, people, places and wineries – and all from a unique perspective: sailing by yacht or catamaran 
on the Adriatic Sea. 
 
3. Why should people experience these trips? 
 
Croatia should be on everyone’s list to visit. It really is that spectacular! Wind & Wine Croatia promises 
an incomparable experience by incorporating what we feel is the best way to see Croatia -- from the sea. 
It provides an incredible perspective and one of the most breathtaking views is approaching each island 
and city or town from the comfort of your sailing yacht or catamaran. Combining the best of our talents, 
Pale and I have crafted these trips as professionals and experts in our respective fields. Thus, a new 
experience has been created – tailored to what we do best – sailing the Adriatic Sea and discovering 
both world-class wines and the hidden-gem locales where these wines are born.  
 
4. In your opinion, what is special about Croatian wine? 
 
Croatian wine is special for its history, diversity and the future. While relatively undiscovered, the oldest, 

continually cultivated vineyard in the world is Stari Grad Plain, a UNESCO World Heritage site on the 

island of Hvar. There are also over 130 indigenous grape varieties in Croatia. It is steeped in history – a 

rustic, Old World charm that we now see on the brink of discovery, breaking free of its traditions to tell a 

new story. These are exciting times as a new generation of young winemakers are impressively carrying 

the legacy of their families and pushing boundaries with modern technology to craft and create some of 

the most exciting and exceptional wines today. It’s exciting to learn about these Croatian varietals such 

as Pošip, Grk, Rukatac, Vugava, Tribidrag and Plavac Mali. However, for me, it is ultimately about the 

human element and the people dedicating their lives to crafting these wines – the stories of Croatia’s 

winemaking pioneers like Andro Tomić, Mike Grgić and Luka Krajančić, the multi-generational 

winemaking families and this new young group of winemakers that is so inspiring. Cheers! Or as they say 

in Croatian – Živjeli!    
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